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Summary

A series of prototype superconducting dipole
iragnets have been constructed and tested as part of
the ISABELLE Project research and development program.
Results of magnetic field measurements are presented
with emphas is placed on th* DC and AC components of
the main field. Magnetization and the effects of the
magnetic fields at the ends of the magnet are
d is played. _ _ • _

In this paper we report on the magnet ic field
shape of the dipole magnets being constructed at BNL
as part of the research and development program for
the dipole magnets which will be installed in the
ISABELLE storage ring. Although the main thrust of
the magnet development to date has been in the are* of
magnet training and mechanical stability1, it is none-
theless important to examine the field ^ape with in
these dipoles and make comparisons with the tolerances
which are imposed on the Quality of the field in order
co insure the successful operation of the machine.

The field analysis is based on the decomposition
of the field into its harmonic components such that

B v " V * bl x + h l * 2 * b3 "3 *•••'
3x " V '2

where bn and an express the normal and skew
multipole components of the field, with n • I for
auadrupoie, n - 2 for *extupole, etc.

The measurement system is baaed on a revolving
cylinder- upon which loops have been wound to
measure directly part idar mulcipoles on a continuous
basis. Currently we are measuring on a routine basis
the rnul tipole components bn and an for n from 0 to
5 (d ipole to dodecapole). Since these measurements
are done in a continuous way we are able to measure
these field harmonics while ramping live magnets.

i i
In Fist. I, we show the transfer function Bo /1

for Mk 31, the most recent magnet of th is development
s e r i e s . The f a l l - o f f of the transfer function ac high
currents is due to the magnet ic f i e ld saturat ion in
the 18" iron core which surrounds the superconducting
c o i l s . A measured value of 14.13 is obtained for the
transfer function in the interval between I • 1000Ampa
and I - 2000Ampi where the e f f e c t s of magnetization
and iron saturation are small . This compares with a
value of 14.103 obtained with an NMR device . We
est imate the precis ion of the two measurements to be
approximately 1 part in 10** and 1 part in 10
respec t ive ly . The magnet to mamet RMS Tolerance for
dB o / 5 o i i 1.7 x 10"4 . In f igures 2 through 5
we display the remaining harmonics up to the decapole
terms. All r e s u l t s , except the decapole terms, have
been corrected for an o f f s e t of the measuring device
from The magnetic axis of the magnet (defined as the
axis ot the s ex tupo le j . In th i s case the displacement
Is 0.75 mat. In a l l these figures the symbol O denotes
Che to ta l integrated DC (0 aap/ssc) harmonics ( inc lud-
ing ends) while + , 0 . * n d A arc respect ive ly DC Cup}
and DC (down? and 8 amp/sec ramp rates at the middle
of the magnet (excluding ends) .

•Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy-

We note several in teres t ing features . Al L
harmonics except for Bo , b2 and b4 are forbidden
and consequently should vanish. In fact a l l the
forbidden DC terms are near zero (note the shaded
areas on each plot which correspond to the magnet to
rcagnet rsw tolerances^ required for the machine to
obtain design luminosi ty) . The only s i g n i f i c a n t
departure from zero for a forbidden term, the skew
decapole, most l i k e l y r e s u l t s from feed down due to
measuring c o i l displacement in a large 14-pole f i e l d ,
bg. This pole has not been d irec t ly measured and
therefore a ca lculat ion of the correct decapole term
cannot be made. ISABELLE dipoles w i l l have trim c o i l s
present to compensate for the al lowed terms b-> and
b^ while the 14-pole w i l l be removed from the f inal
design of the dipole maenet.

Fig. 1. The measured transfer function B o / I .

The reconstructed f i e l d shape, obtained bv
sum-ting the measured mult ipoles through the decapole
term, is shown in Fig. 6 at three d i f f erent current
va lues . The influence of the strong jextupole term is
apparent. A s imilar plot is shown in Fig. 7 but with
the allowed harmonics bj and b^ removed in order
to i l l u s t r a t e what the shape of the f i e ld would be
after the scxtupole and decapole t r iu correct ion c o i l s
are powered.

The presence of multipoles induced during the
ramping of the magnet is noted in F igs . 2 thru 5. The
induced a Lloved harmon ic s b^ and b^ a re be 1ieved
to or ig inate from interstrand eddy currents generated
within the braided c o i l s during ramping it the
magnets. The appearance of the induced skew terms in
the auadrupolc and octupole can be interpreted as an
asyimaetry between the nncratcd eddy currents in each
of the two superconducting c o i l j in the d ipo l e .
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Fig. 2. The magnetic field quadrupolt co^>onents. Fig. 4. The Mftiecic field octupole coaponencs.
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Pip. fj. The reconstructed nacnecic fiell "n :he x
axis.

The induced allowed harmonics could, in
principle, be corrected by appropriately powering the
triir coils of the magnets. This approach presents
formidable difficulties, however, in that it would be
necessary for the amplitudes ot the induced harmonics
to be reproducible from magnet to magnet and that
allowancds be made for the complicated nature of the
tine development of these induced harmonics. Further,
5 ince no trim coils are anticipated to correct for
skew quadrupole and octupole terms, the presence of
these induced harmonics places a more serious limit-
ations on the operation of ISABELLE. Consequently, a
considerable effort is being made toward reducing this
effect. The focus of this effort, currently, is
toward increasing the interat rand resistance of the
braid which should result in a suppresion of the eddy
currents within the braid. One auadrupole magnet has
been constructed and tested to date which contains a
specially prepared hi?h interstrand resistance
braid.4 The results of this maenet show a
s ienificant reduction in the induced harmonics.
Dipoles which contain th is new braid have been
constructed and will b*a tested in the near future.

The discrepancy between the harmonics obtained at
Lou currents for the two cases, DC (up) and DC (down),
are predominately caused by persistant currents in the
superconductor which have been induced by the dynamics
of the chang ing magne tic fie Id, B. However, unlike
the previously discussed case of interstrand eddy
currents, these currents are established within the
superconducting filaments and persist due to the
absence of an internal resistance. This magnetizacion

Fiz. The reconstructed magnetic field shapes with
che terns b2 and b^ removed,

effect induces a field at I - 300 Amps
gauss and induces the harmonics
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Conclusions

In summary, we have reported on the moat recent
of a aeries of dipole majrncts now being constructed
and tested as part of the magnet BfcD program for the
ISABELLE Project. The principle chruit of this pro-
gram is now biting shifted from the training and
mechanical stability of the dipole magnets toward the
understanding and control of the magnetic fieLd
harmonics, in particular the magnet to magnet re prod-
ucibility of the allowed harmonics 3O, b-» and
b4. The appearance of induced harmonics during the
rasping of the magnets seriously degrade the Quality
of the magnetic field and conseauen£ly much effort is
being directed toward significantly reducing this
effect.
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